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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Autumn 2002

What Will We Eat?

Programme 2 
By Barbara Gray

 Over the next few weeks Libby and Michael, will be looking at many different aspects of

 FOOD.  In this introductory programme they will be talking about favourite foods, types of  

 food, school dinners, messy food, picnics and barbecues.

Poems

   What Sort of Things Do You Like to Eat?

   Something crunchy, something sweet,

   tasty snacks or chocolate treat.

   Things in a packet, things in a tin,

   things in slices, thick or thin.

   Nuts and fruit and cereal bars,

   honey and jam in pots and jars.

   Things to eat cold, things to heat.

   What sort of things do you like to eat?

        Barbara Gray

   Song of the Starving dinner Ladies

   Green fl ies, gulls’ beaks, gizzard of gnu,

   Mix them well, Mrs Stodge,

   We want a lovely sticky stew.

   Rubber bands, bits of string, sprinkled with confetti,

   Stir the pot well, Mrs Slop,

   We’ll convince them it’s spaghetti.

   Dollops of yellow Dulux paint, fl uff off a duster,

   Simmer very gently, Mrs Sludge,

   We don’t want lumpy custard!

        John Rice

   

24 September
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      Ice Cream

     Ice cream in a cone

     Ice cream on a stick.

     Ice cream at the seaside,

     Slurp! Slurp! Lick!

     Ice cream in a dish,

     Chocolate fudge on top.

     Yum, yum, mmmmmm…

     I’ve eaten it all up!

       Barbara Gray

Story

 “Well now, it’s great to see you again,” said Great Uncle Matthew,  “And I’ll be no bother to 

 you staying, because I’ve learnt to cook.  In fact I’m going to make dinner for us today……”

Songs

      Jam for Tea
            Barbara Gray
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               Morning
           Words Tony Bradman

           Music Barbara Gray

  

After the programme

 words for discussion:-  elevenses; a snack; an ‘ice cream moustache’; a barbecue; the  

 spare room; stew.

 -   A discussion on food is an excellent route into the use of language.

 -   Everyone in the class will have an opinion on favourite foods, or ones they dislike.

      Discuss.

 -   Make a chart of the Top Ten Favourite Foods in the class.  (There will be more on this

     theme in programme 7 on Taste). 

 -   What time of the day do we eat, and have proper meals, or just snacks.

 -   What foods do the class like as a ‘snack’ at break, after school or before bed?

 -   Play the game as described on the programme, where Libby and Michael gave the fi rst 

     letter of the name of some food, and the other had to guess what it might be 

      (no ‘right’ answers here, but a list of possibles).

 -   Talk about school dinners.

 -   Read the Dinner Ladies poem again and discuss the ingredients they used.  Can the 

     children think of any other horrible ideas?  Talk about the dinner ladies names,

         Mrs Stodge, Mrs Slop and Mrs Sludge.

 -   Foods that make a ‘mess’ - spaghetti, jam, honey etc.

 -   Messy babies.  Anyone who has a baby will be glad to talk about the mess they get into.

      Talk about why it is important for babies to try to feed themselves so they can learn.

 -   Talk about ‘special’ meals - birthday teas, Christmas dinner, Sunday lunch, treats.

 -   Talk about outdoor meals, picnics and barbecues.

 -   Read the song Morning again.  Talk about foods that smell good.

 -   Please and thank you are often used in connection with food.  Talk about this.
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Story Comprehension

 • Where did Brian live?  (Bushmills)

 • Who came to stay?  ( Great Uncle Matthew)

 • What did Great Uncle Matthew make for dinner?  (stew, with potatoes, onions, carrots  

  and leeks).

 • What else did he try to make?  (chocolate crispies)

 • What did Brian and his mum bring for dessert?  (ice cream)

 • What was Great Uncle Matthew good at?  (telling stories)

Northern Ireland Curriculum

 English
 Talking and Listening: Pupils should develop the ability to: express thoughts 

     and feelings; present ideas and opinions; discuss features of  

     language.

 Writing:   Pupils should have opportunities to write in a variety

     of forms, including: simple records of observation and

     to experiment with words e.g. word games.

 Science
 Ourselves:   Pupils should be given opportunities to: develop ideas  

     about how to keep healthy through exercise, rest and   

     diet, e.g. sort food into healthy/unhealthy food.

Cross-Curricular Links

English
- discussion

- story comprehension

- guessing game

- onomatopoeia

- manners

Programme 2:

What Will We Eat?

Science
- diet

- nutrition

- keeping healthy

- handling data

- charts

Maths


